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Rather often, the middle ages are depicted by legal historians as a period in which custom and tradition played an extraordinarily important role. While I do not want to doubt this in principle, I nevertheless believe that we have to define very clearly what we mean by qualifying legal norms as ‘custom’ or ‘tradition’. For in the last three or four decades, historians and legal historians alike have become increasingly aware of the fact that early medieval law cannot accurately be understood by simply referring to old custom or tradition, whether it is supposedly Germanic or of another provenance. Rather, if we take the Frankish period, we should regard the legal and normative texts extant from this age as, to borrow a phrase used recently by the legal historian Harald Siems, the ‘law of its time’. When considered from this perspective, we may regard the Frankish period in legal history as one characterized by multifold legal traditions, tensions between written and orally transmitted law, newly created norms as we find them in capitularies and a certain emphasis placed on consuetudo, and also by competing legal orders based on different regional, ethnic, and social criteria (for example, ecclesiastical law), not forgetting certain tensions between general rules and legal procedure taken in individual cases. The picture that emerges from this perspective is a much more complicated and differentiated one, and it offers some interesting perspectives with regard to questions of intertextuality.

Among the vast number of early medieval legal texts, we find a good many in which explicit reference is made to different sorts of pretexts. These pretexts include actual legal texts, but also ideas of legitimation, which are used to justify certain legal transactions. What I focus on in this paper is the manner in which early medieval scribes, scholars, and jurists used Roman legal texts, either by citing them as authorities or by interpretating and accommodating them to new purposes.


For our aim of investigating inter-, cross-, and paratextual relations in early medieval legal texts, it is revealing to focus on a corpus of texts relating to an individual legal institute that was created in the late Roman period but became extraordinarily important in the middle ages: the manumission of slaves conducted in the church—the so-called *manumissio in ecclesia*. In what follows, I shall deal with a series of texts on ecclesiastical manumission, which were written between the fourth and the ninth centuries. By citing them in a roughly chronological order, we may observe a continuous process of reinterpreting this legal institute by making use of intertextual references. However, before going into more detail, it seems worthwhile to start with a few general remarks on the very nature of the legal institute in question.

1. **General features of the late Roman *manumissio in ecclesia***

   The *manumissio in ecclesia* may not be a typical case in point, but it is highly significant when it comes to investigating intertextuality, for it holds an intermediate position between two different legal orders—those of the state and of the church, to put it very broadly. When considered from the perspective of Roman legal tradition, the practice of manumission in a church appears as a special case of manumitting slaves within Roman society. During the earlier Roman period, it had been necessary to set slaves free in a lawful manner in public at the forum and in the presence of a magistrate, for the slave became a free man and potentially a citizen. This is why Roman magistrates had become involved in the procedure of manumission. However, in the early fourth century, the Roman emperor Constantine issued a series of laws allowing manumission of slaves in a church, if the act of manumission was based on religious motivation and a bishop and clerics were present in the legal procedure which was conducted in the church. Due to Constantine’s legislation, it was now possible to become a Roman citizen in the church. The clerics involved in the procedure thus acted as in the capacity of state officials who exercised control on the preservation of public order.

   We can detect some potential for conflict in this authority attributed to clerical and lay officials. This potential may have been even larger, for manumitting slaves had already been regarded as a pious deed in early Christianity. Many bishops encouraged their Christian communities to manumit their slaves, and this was, of course, one reason why Constantine acknowledged carrying out lawful manumissions in churches. However, piety provided an entirely new motivation for the practice of manumission, for it placed the entire procedure of manumission into a new framework of reference, which raised the following very important, fundamental questions:

   1. Was manumission, when conducted in a church, simply a normal act of manumission? Or was it rather a pious deed, which could not have been carried out in the presence of secular officials?

   2. What did manumission in a church mean to a slave? Would his new status as a free man also have religious implications? For example, was it necessary that a slave, who became manumitted within a church, would also have to become a Christian? And did manumission in church have an impact on the freedman’s relationship with his former owner or towards the church, which had been responsible as an institution for him being manumitted?

   3. Was manumission in the church, when it took place with bishops and clerics involved, a

---


holy rite or some kind of sacrament?

4. Finally, did Roman law, which had for centuries been characterised by a strict separation between *ius* and *fas*, between religious and secular law, become more transcendentally based by religiously motivated legal acts such as manumission in church?

2. Constantine’s legislation on manumission in church: Intentions, regulations, and transmission

We have every reason to doubt that the emperor Constantine was already aware of all of the conflict, tension and consequence inherent in this new legal institute when he allowed manumission to be carried out in churches as a valid legal act, which would have to be acknowledged by the state and its officials. Rather, we should think of the situation as fairly ‘open’ in the fourth century, and that was some time before people became fully aware of the complicated nature of manumission in church.

These tensions provide a good starting point for investigating the manner in which late antique and early medieval ‘jurists’ dealt with it. In order to trace this, we first must clarify which texts on manumission in churches were available to these jurists. In what is thus far the only monograph devoted to *manumissio in ecclesia*, published in 1965, the Italian legal historian Fabrizio Fabbrini has shown that Constantine’s legislation on manumission in churches originally comprised many more laws or decrees than are still extant today—approximately five. It is important to note this because of these texts, Sozomen, writing in the earlier fifth century, still mentioned three as being extant in his own time, but only one or two were transmitted to the early middle ages. The ongoing process of contextualizing and canonizing Constantine’s imperial laws had already begun in late antiquity, when some of these laws became part of the large legal codification projects inaugurated by emperors Theodosius II and Justinian in the fifth and sixth centuries. In the Thedodosian code, published in 438, only one piece of Constantine’s legislation on manumission in churches was included and placed under a special heading *De manumissionibus in ecclesia*. In Justinian’s code, which was published twice in 529 and 533/34 (the second edition still being extant today), manumission was included under the title *De his qui in ecclesiis manumittantur*; however, in this there is—in addition to the first text, which is also extant in the Theodosian code—another legal provision issued by Constantine on manumission in churches.

Before becoming closer acquainted with the contents of both constitutions, it seems rather beneficial to first examine their position in each legal code separately. In the Theodosian code, the title regarding manumission in churches is positioned in book four, where laws and decrees on Roman citizenship are found, on making testaments, and on the manumission of slaves in general; that is, book four is centred around issues of civil law in a very general sense. By contrast,
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11 Cod. Theod. IV, 7 (below, n. 23).

12 Cod. Iust. I, 13 (below, n. 20).
in Justinian’s code, the title *De his qui in ecclesiis manumittantur* is found in book one, which is exclusively devoted to ecclesiastical matters. This is one of the most striking differences between the Thedosian and the Justinianic law codes: the ecclesiastical laws, which were collected in book sixteen, the last book of the Thedosian code, now formed book one in Justinian’s code. Justinian believed the church to be so important that he placed ecclesiastical laws in a very programmatic fashion at the very beginning of his code,13 which fits rather characteristically with the general features of his religious, ecclesiastical, and legal policies.14 Thus, the title on manumission in the churches, which Theodosius II had located within civil law, now became relocated by Justinian’s jurists within ecclesiastical law that ought to be warranted by the state. By having laws included in his code, Justinian wanted to give them the force of a general constitution.15 Thus, the question of how a legal text was contextualized must be asked for the late Roman period, with regard to the publication of imperial decrees and their incorporation into legal compilations, thereby marking two different stages within this process. These compilations were to become particularly important, for what in the middle ages became conceived as ‘Roman’ law was basically a set of regulations transmitted within the legal codes and their abbreviated versions. Only very few legal texts were transmitted outside of these codes.16

Now, in the early medieval West, it was the Theodosian code that was eventually transmitted in different and epitomized versions, whereas the Justinianic code was largely unknown in the West before the twelfth century.17 This implies that of the Constantinian laws on manumission in churches, the number of which had been reduced to one or two in the late Roman law codes, only a single one was known in the early medieval West.

Before analysing the use of this text, the contents of Constantine’s laws on manumission in churches must be remarked upon.18 In the older law, issued to bishop Protogenes in the year 316 and solely preserved in the Justinianic Code, it is emphasised that the emperor had already earlier granted the right to owners of slaves to manumit them in churches.19 The given pretext in fact implies that a first law of Constantine’s, which is no longer extant, had probably already been issued in 313. Now, in 316, the emperor stated that ecclesiastical manumission was to be conducted in the presence of the people, the *populus*, and the higher clerics, presumably the bishops. The clergy should act as witness ‘for the purpose of having a memorial of the act’, and for this reason a written document had to be subscribed by the bishops as a record of the manumission conducted.20 However, the wording here sounds astonishingly ‘un-juristic’. The bishops were encouraged to warrant the procedure in whatever manner they desired, provided that some kind of written evidence documenting their

15 This is one of the most striking differences between the Thedosian and the Justinianic law codes: the ecclesiastical laws, which were collected in book sixteen, the last book of the Thedosian code, now formed book one in Justinian’s code. Justinian believed the church to be so important that he placed ecclesiastical laws in a very programmatic fashion at the very beginning of his code, which fits rather characteristically with the general features of his religious, ecclesiastical, and legal policies. Thus, the title on manumission in the churches, which Theodosius II had located within civil law, now became relocated by Justinian’s jurists within ecclesiastical law that ought to be warranted by the state. By having laws included in his code, Justinian wanted to give them the force of a general constitution. Thus, the question of how a legal text was contextualized must be asked for the late Roman period, with regard to the publication of imperial decrees and their incorporation into legal compilations, thereby marking two different stages within this process. These compilations were to become particularly important, for what in the middle ages became conceived as ‘Roman’ law was basically a set of regulations transmitted within the legal codes and their abbreviated versions. Only very few legal texts were transmitted outside of these codes.

16 Now, in the early medieval West, it was the Theodosian code that was eventually transmitted in different and epitomized versions, whereas the Justinianic code was largely unknown in the West before the twelfth century. This implies that of the Constantinian laws on manumission in churches, the number of which had been reduced to one or two in the late Roman law codes, only a single one was known in the early medieval West.

17 Before analysing the use of this text, the contents of Constantine’s laws on manumission in churches must be remarked upon. In the older law, issued to bishop Protogenes in the year 316 and solely preserved in the Justinianic Code, it is emphasised that the emperor had already earlier granted the right to owners of slaves to manumit them in churches. The given pretext in fact implies that a first law of Constantine’s, which is no longer extant, had probably already been issued in 313. Now, in 316, the emperor stated that ecclesiastical manumission was to be conducted in the presence of the people, the *populus*, and the higher clerics, presumably the bishops. The clergy should act as witness ‘for the purpose of having a memorial of the act’, and for this reason a written document had to be subscribed by the bishops as a record of the manumission conducted. However, the wording here sounds astonishingly ‘un-juristic’. The bishops were encouraged to warrant the procedure in whatever manner they desired, provided that some kind of written evidence documenting their

will would be produced. This is interesting, because it attests to a deliberate attempt to eliminate formal rules of procedure. Moreover, a special feature of pretextuality in the case of ecclesiastical manumission is the constant reference being made to religious ideas and intentions that contrasts with the *ius strictum*, an aspect to which I shall return later in this article.

However, Constantine’s law from 321 became much more important for the development of ecclesiastical manumission from 321 onwards. It was directed to bishop Ossius of Cordoba, one of the emperor’s most important ecclesiastical advisers, who also had influence on Constantine’s legislation. In this law, it is pointed out that manumissions in churches had to be initiated *religiosa mente*, that is, by religious motivation, and that such manumissions should have the same legal impact as other procedures of manumission, which were used to bestow Roman citizenship on a former slave. Here, it is also emphasized that manumissions in churches had to take place in the presence of the bishops. In addition, the emperor granted Christian clerics the right to manumit their slaves, and to do so not only in a church, but also by a written or even oral declaration of will, which should be valid even if there were no additional witnesses or other legal formalities. Again, a deliberate dismissal of legal formalities is evident here, for religious intention was regarded as being more relevant.

The first part of this law fits quite well into Constantine’s legislation on the veneration of Sunday, which was issued in the same year 321. Presumably, manumissions in churches as pious deeds should be carried out on Sundays, whereas other legal proceedings were prohibited from taking place since they came to be regarded as ‘worldly affairs’. However, Constantine’s other decrees on the ‘holiness’ of Sunday came to be located in different parts of the Theodosian (and Justinianic) code; therefore, the consciousness that his laws on church manumission and on Sunday veneration from 321 had once belonged together was absent in later generations. Thus, their incorporation into legal codes in a way destroyed the possibility of understanding these laws as results of a specific historical situation, or even a special imperial policy. However, at the same time, it provided ground for their new contextualisation.

In fact, the second part of the law of 321 had very little to do with the *manumissio in ecclesia* in the proper sense. Its primary purpose was to entitle clerics to testify, thereby emphasizing that this was a cleric’s particular intention, his *voluntas*, which was to be regarded as legally valid, while other legal formalities would matter much less. Although wealthy clerics probably often included the manumission of slaves in their wills, this had little to do with the first part of the law in juristic terms. However, the fact that both things were combined in one law would become relevant for
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22 Corcoran, The Empire of the Tetrarchs (above, n. 9), p. 167 and 262 supposes that Constantine’s law may have been issued in response to Ossius’ suggestion.
24 For examples, see as part of this Cod. Theod. II, 8 (*De feriis*), 1: *Sicut indulgissimum videatur diem solis veneratione sui celebrabat altercanthus iurgiis et nostris partium contentionibus occupari, ita gratum ac iucundum est eo die quae sunt maxime votiva compreheri.* Aequae ideo emancipandi et manumittendi die festo cuncti licentiam habeant et super his rebus acta non probheantur. (Theodosiani libri [above, n. 23], p. 87).
the law’s reception in the early medieval period, as shall be evident subsequently. The argument that one’s will was more important than legal formalities could be aligned to the argument that manumission in churches should have a religious motivation (religiosa mente).

3. Ecclesiastical manumission in early medieval legal texts

Now, if the ‘afterlife’ of Roman law in the early medieval period is examined, it seems that for the development of slave manumission in post-Roman times two things were particularly important. Firstly, it was generally known that it had been Constantine, the first Christian emperor, who introduced slave manumission in churches as a legally valid act. Secondly, for the enactment of the manumission of slaves in churches, certain procedures were shaped by custom, since such manumissions took place time and again. However, there were obviously no additional texts available, since the Theodosian code only contained one single law on this issue, the one given by Constantine to bishop Ossius. Thus, in fact, we can observe some kind of discrepancy between the textual basis of church manumission and its actual practice and importance.

As a first expression of this discrepancy, we may regard a title of the *Lex Romana Burgundionum*, a legal compilation of Roman law produced around 500 for the Roman inhabitants in the Burgundian kingdom, who had come under the rule of the Burgundian kings by 470. The chapter on manumission in churches is part of a section on manumission in general (*De libertatibus*)—civil law—and for this reason it is combined with another law dealing with manumission granted by the king. The first text, which is the only one relevant here, stipulated that the civic freedom of manumitted slaves ought to be legally valid. This should apply regardless of whether manumission had been affected by a lawful will or by tablets. Such tablets (Latin *tabulae*) were usually read out in a church according to a manumitter’s will, and consequently subscribed by the *sacerdotes*, that is, the bishop together with the priests of an episcopal church or by the priests together with the deacons. The Burgundian law’s provision refers to a law of Constantine, which, as is stated, had been directed to a bishop called Ossius and eventually become incorporated in the Theodosian code. We have already become acquainted with this text. However, as mentioned earlier, there were no details in it concerning the practice of witnessing and subscription, nor was there any involvement of tablets mentioned. Instead, it referred to wills made by clerics. However, in the Burgundian law, using Constantine’s law and the Theodosian code as a pretext, it was fixed that even priests and deacons could subscribe such tablets—who, in fact, were not mentioned in Constantine’s law as appropriate witnesses. Obviously, this extension of witnessing to clerics had


30 *Lex Romana Burgundionum 3* (De libertatibus), [1.] *Liberationes servorum propriorum, qui cives efficiuntur, eas esse servandas, quae aut testamento legitimo aut tabulis in ecclesia recitatis secundum mandatum manumissoris subscriptis a sacerdotibus, il est aut episcopo cum presbyteris, aut presbyteris cum diaconibus subscribentibus, firmatibus robor accipiat secundum lege Theodosiani a Constantino princeps latam, quaue est sub titulo: De manumissionibus in ecclesia, ad Orsim episocum datum. [2.] *De liberis principis. Liberti Romani natione, a principe manumissi, hac ratione de bonis suis testentur, ut fisco debita medietas reservetur: in cuitis hereditate nepotes ex filia succedere non iubentur, secundum Gregorii leges a Gordiano princeps ad Triumphum libertum et Calpurnium militem latas. (Leges Burgundionum, edited by Ludwig Rudolf von Salis [MGH LL nat. Germ. II, 1] Hanover [Hahnsche Buchhandlung] 1892, p. 127).*
become necessary in the meantime due to the growing importance of ecclesiastical manumission, so that the Burgundian king and his jurists began to believe that they should refer to Constantine’s law. They certainly knew Constantine and the Theodosian code, perhaps even Ossius of Cordova. By making reference to the code and to Constantine, they sought to protect Burgundian procedural regulations with the authority of Constantine and of Roman imperial law in general. Burgundian procedure had obviously developed by custom to a certain extent, but custom did not provide sufficient legitimation and this is why the Burgundians were referring to imperial law. As a second important feature relevant to our question, it must be noted that legal texts became authorized by reference to important persons, traditions and older legal texts. In doing so, jurists and lawgivers sought to give more authority to legal norms by making them appear more traditionalistic. This may indicate that legal norms did not have sufficient legitimation as such, but rather had to be supported by reference to tradition and antiquity. When considered from this perspective, it did not matter very much for the Burgundian jurists that these regulations were not fixed in the Theodosian code.

Moving onward two centuries later, but remaining in Burgundy, we again find reference being made to Constantine with regard to ecclesiastical manumission. According to a formulary preserved in a collection compiled in Northern Burgundy early in the 8th century (with additions dating from the later eighth and early ninth century), a pious man manumitted some of his slaves in order to achieve something for the salvation of his soul. ‘By observing the provisions given in the laws of Constantine’, he bestowed freedom on his slaves in the church of St. Stephen in Bourges in the presence of clerics and notables. It is interesting to note that the manumitter explicitly mentioned different ways of manumitting a slave according to Roman legal practice in order to contrast favourably with this. He had decided to give to his slaves an even better freedom, so that they would be entirely free and sui iuris, enjoy full mobility and not be obliged to render any service or payment—neither to him nor to any of his heirs. Instead, they should be Roman citizens, a clause that in this period obviously meant that they would be allowed to make a testimony and themselves be appointed by others as their heirs. The manumitter did not even want to request obedience from this person, in the way a freedman was usually indebted to his patron (the libertinitatis aut patrocinatus obsequium).

While this formulary was referring to Constantine in order to confirm the legal procedure undertaken, the charter’s prologue (the arenga) employed a very different discourse with other


32 Formula Bituricensis 9: Ingenuitas. In nomine Dei. Quod fecit mensis ille dies tantos, in anno illo, sub illo principi. Ego in dei nomen ille, per tractans casu humani hominis futuri fragilitatis seculi, ut, quando de hac lice migravero, anima mea ante tribunal Christi veniam merear accipere, introians in ecclesia sancti Sthefani Bitoricas in civitate, ante cornum altaris, in presencia sacerdotum ac venerabilius adque magnificis vrex, quorum numero subter tenentur adnexa, [lacuna] vindictaque liberare servos meos his nominibus, illos et illos, de die presente de iugum servitutis mei sub constitutione bone memoriae Constantine legum imperatoris, qua sanxum est, ut omnes, qui sub occulis episcoporums, presbiterorum seu et diaconiorum manumittuntur, se in ecclesia sancta catholica [lacuna]. Ita ego illi predictus servus meus, animae eorum pro animae meae de meis peccatis liberandum, ippos eos esse preci ab hac die esse bene ingenuos et absolutos, ut, sive vivant, sive agant, in eorum iure et mente consistant, maneant, ubi elegerint, ambulant ubi voluerint, et nullo nulloque heredum hac prohredem meorum post hanc die nullum quicumque debeat servitium nec licitum, nec libertinitatis aut patrocinatus obsequium eorum nec ad posteritate ipsonum non requiratur: Dum lex Romana declarat, ut, quicumque de servis suis in eis libertatem conferre voluerit, hoc per tribus modis facere potest, ego ille in ippos servos meos superius nominatos melorem libertatem in ippos pro anime peccatis meis inanuos adfirmare vello, quia civis Romanus ippos eos esse preci, et secundum legum auctoritatis testamentum condere, ex testamentum sub quibuscumque personis suceedere valeant, et ut civis Romani porte aperte vivant ingenui. Et quicquid de ippos procreatum aut natum fuerit, sicut et ipsi ita et illi vivant ingenui et bene obsoletab. Si quis vero, si ullus de heredis aut quhooderibus meis vel quislibet ulla opposita persona aliquaque tempore, qui contra hanc ingenuitate, quem ego plenissima voluntate mea suanae mente pro peccatis meis minuandis scribere et velle sibi mea affirmavit et adfirmare regovi, ulla causacione vel calumnia aut per quilibet modo lite aut tergiversacione generare presumperit, inprinptus ira Dei, caelestis Trinitatis, incurrat et a limine eccllastarum, a consorcio christianorum extrarius et excommunias appareat et cum Dalhan et Abiron in profundum inferni dimergatur. et quod petit non videctis, sed insuper inferat parti cui ademptatbat una cum fisco auri solesdus toons capotat, et presens ingestias omni tempore firma permaneat cum stipuliatione firmatatis connexa. (Formulae Merovingici et Karolini aevi, edited by Karl Zeumer [MGH LL Sect. V] Hanover [Hahnsche Buchhandlung] 1886, p. 172).
intertextual references. Here, reference is made to ‘the fragile fate of mankind’, to ‘the fragility of the coming age’ and to ‘the last judgment’. In sum, this was referring to a notion of Christian justice that linked one’s behaviour on earth with eternal salvation after death. Thus, the manumitter stated that he wanted to set his slaves’ souls free in order to deliver his own soul from sins, or at least to diminish the burden imposed on him by his own sins. In the charter’s malediction clause, this idea is developed even further: if anyone dared to contradict this charter and to deny his former slaves’ freedom in any way, he would not only be obliged to pay a fine to the fisc, but would also incur God’s wrath, be excommunicated and be drowned in the depths of hell along with Dathan and Abiron, the old-testament opponents of Moses.33 Thus, while calling down God’s wrath on any contemnor, the charter shows a different hermeneutical approach in order to safeguard a maximum assurance of salvation. Thus, this formulary is much more radical than other formularies for the manumission of slaves that have survived in early medieval collections, and which grant a much more limited liberty to freedmen in accordance with Roman law.34 This shows another interesting feature when dealing with these texts: a Christian discourse, based on the will of a person who wants to achieve religious salvation, could push aside Roman legal tradition while referring to it at the same time: the charter was referring to Roman law with regard to procedure, while the charter’s contents in fact marked a deliberate departure from Roman legal tradition.

References are also made to Roman law combined with a deliberate alteration of Roman legal practice in the Ripuarian law, a legal compilation made for the people living in the Rhineland sometime in the seventh century.35 This compilation pays special attention to the Frankish king and the church. In one passage, the practice of ecclesiastical manumission was defined by the use of written tablets (tabulae), which at first sight reminds us of the text quoted from the lex Romana. However, despite this reference, again there are legal provisions that appear to have been quite contrary to Roman law.36 This shows another interesting feature when dealing with these texts: a Christian discourse, based on the will of a person who wants to achieve religious salvation, could push aside Roman legal tradition while referring to it at the same time: the charter was referring to Roman law with regard to procedure, while the charter’s contents in fact marked a deliberate departure from Roman legal tradition.

34 On the formula’s sources see Lies, Römische Jurisprudenz in Gallien (above, n. 16), p. 258.
manumitter as patron) to the saint of the church in which manumission had taken place. Moreover, it was fixed that no-one could bestow on such tabularii a higher degree of freedom in the presence of the king and that Roman citizenship could not be granted to them. This implied that manumission in the church and Roman citizenship had been entirely separated and would have nothing to do with each other in the future—in fact this was the exact opposite of what Constantine had decreed in his law addressed to bishop Ossius. In Roman law, a manumitted slave and his offspring remained under the patronate of his manumitter. However, in Ripuarian law it is stated that carrying out manumission in a church should have a profound impact on the patronage of the freedman. In the long term, this led to the formation of a special group of church dependents, the censuales.37

We can find an explanation for this shift by taking into account what contemporary churchmen argued, namely that if manumission was carried out with a religious motivation, the church had to guarantee that this religious motivation could be put into effect. The process was strongly influenced by the fact that slaves were quite often manumitted in churches in order to pray and care for their manumitter’s soul and memoria. It was an old Roman tradition that freedmen became obliged to do this,38 but in the early middle ages memorial practice was bestowed on the institution of the church.39 It is for this reason that the very church where manumission was put into effect with the help of clerics claimed patronage over the former slaves. Seen from this perspective, churchmen could argue that manumission in a church involving bishops and clerics was a holy rite, almost a sacrament, quite comparable to baptism.40 At the second council of Mâcon in 585, two bishops called for ecclesiastical support to protect all freedmen who had been manumitted in a church. This was directed against the power of malevolent judges, who obviously sought to challenge their freedom. It is dishonourable, they argued, that a person who had been lawfully manumitted from slavery would be treated so unjustly. The bishops who were present at the council responded that it was just to protect those who had sought the protection of the immortal church, the patrocinium immortalis ecclesiae. Therefore, for this reason, the bishop should be responsible as judge for all freedmen who had been manumitted in a church.41 The Ripuanian law obviously echoed this intention to place all freedmen, who had been given their freedom in a church as a consequence of a religious act, under the patronate of the church and its saint, while the bishop should act as the saint’s representative on earth. This had not been conceivable under Constantine, as in the fourth century there was not yet a wide-ranging cult of saints. However, all things changed profoundly by

40 On this parallel, see the interesting remarks by Verena Stadler-Labhart, Freilassung und Taufe in ihren Berührungspunkten, in: Festschrift Karl Siegfried Bader, edited by Ferdinand Elsener and Wilhelm Heinrich Radolf, Zurich (Schulthess) 1965, p. 455–468 (although it largely focuses on a later period).
41 Council of Mâcon II (585), c. 7: Dum postea universo coetui secundum consuetudinem recitata innotescerent, Praeetextatus et Pappolis viri beatissimi dixerunt: Decernat itaque et de miseriis libertis vestrae auctoritatis vigor insignis, qui ideo plus a iu dicibus a flattentur, quia sacris sunt commissati ecclesias, ut, quas se quispiam dixerit contra eos actionis habere, non audeat eos magistratu contradicare, sed in episcopi tantum iudicio, in cuius praesencia litem contestans quae sunt iusticie ac veritatis, audiat. In dignum est enim, ut hii, qui in sacris ecclesiae iure noscuntur legitimo manu missi, aut per epistolam aut per testamentum aut per longinquitatem temporis libertatis iure fraudant, a quelibet intuitsimse inquitentur: Universa sacerdotalis congregatio dicit: Iustum est, ut contra calumniatorum omnium versatias defendantur, qui patrocinium immortalis ecclesiae concupiscuntur et, quicumque a nobis de libertis latum decretum superbiæ nisu praevaricare temtaverit, irreparable damnationis suae sententiam fieriatur. Sed si placuerit episcopo, ut secum ordinarium iudicem aut quelibet alium saecularem in audientiam accersiret, cum libuerit, fiat, ut nullus alius audeat per causas transire libertorum nisi episcopos, cuius interest, aut his, cui idem audiendum tradiderit. (Concilia aevi Merovingici, edited by Friedrich Maassen [MGH LL Sect. III, Conc. I] Hanover [Hahnsche Buchhandlung] 1892, p. 167–168).
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Before coming to a conclusion, I would like to add one further example dating from the Carolingian period. Regino, abbot of the monastery of Prüm, composed a canon law collection for practical purposes around the year 900, the *libri duo de synodalibus causis*. 43 Regino had a broad command of source material at hand when compiling his work. 44 When dealing with ecclesiastical manumission, Regino quoted different sources, some of which we have already considered. In chapter 416, which was based on a text no longer known to us, it is emphasized that all manumissions that were enacted for the salvation of one’s soul had to take place in a church, and that the patronate over these freedmen had to be conferred upon this very church. As is explained at the end of the chapter, this had to happen, for it was written in the law of the Franks; however, this was not simply a pretext. In order to back up his claim, Regino quoted in the following chapter 417 word for word, but slightly abbreviated, the regulations of the Ripuarian law on the *tabularii* mentioned earlier. By doing so, he postulated that all slaves who had been manumitted in a church should come under the patronate of this church and its saint, and also made reference to the general principle *ecclesia vivit lege Romana*. However, this was not all. In addition to this, Regino quoted in chapter 418 the well-known law of Constantine from 321, again word for word, but slightly abbreviated. 45 By quoting these texts more or less verbatim, Regino produced a historical series, which went back from his own time via Frankish law back to Constantine, the first Christian Roman emperor. While he ignored all developments and changes that had taken place between the fourth and the ninth century, Regino suggested a link between church manumission in his own time and Constantine, drawing a line of continuity for this practice back in time as far as it could go. Thus, it is suggested that what the Franks practised was church practice from the very beginning. However, this was, of course, not true.

4. Conclusion

In the early middle ages, it was well-known and would never be forgotten that it was the Roman emperor Constantine who introduced manumission in church as a new sort of religiously motivated manumission, which was to be acknowledged by the state. However, the textual basis

---

for this was very thin from the beginning, since of Constantine’s five or more laws on this, only one or two pieces survived due to their incorporation into the late antique law-codes. This is why subsequently Constantine’s law from 321 was used for all kinds of purposes and little attention was paid to whether this was actually written in Constantine’s law.

Thus, the scrappiness of textually based knowledge on the *manumissio in ecclesia*, and the heterogeneity of the law of 321, made it not only possible, but rather necessary to reinterpret and adapt it time and again for different purposes. The actors of this process were very different too. The original laws, beginning from the tetrarchic period, seem to have been drafted by the imperial quaestor; also their incorporation into the Theodosian and Justinianic Codes appears to have been the work of late Roman imperial jurists acting as *quaestor sacri palatii*. By contrast, the *Lex Romana Burgundionum* was obviously a compilation produced by provincial jurists living in Southern Gaul. The person who was responsible for the formulation and compilation of the formularies from Bourges was apparently a local notary or a cleric working in that city, whereas the Ripuarian law was quite likely drafted by an early medieval count or duke with the assistance and consent of local clerics and laymen. Finally Regino, the abbot of Prüm, was an expert in canon law and historiography, working in a monastery of the Eifel region with close connections to the Carolingian court.

Thus, it must be assumed that the authors dealing with our texts had a strikingly different intellectual and cultural background and very different purposes. As I hope I have shown, the example of the *manumissio in ecclesia* illustrates the ways in which early medieval minds could use authoritative texts as pretexts. The incorporation of Constantine’s law into legal codes marked two early stages of placing them in the context of civil law and ecclesiastical law. Thus, their position in the codes of Theodosius II and Justinian provided different textual frameworks for their reception. What we can observe in the following centuries is the use of different intellectual techniques to adapt Constantine’s text to changing purposes. Analogies were drawn, the law was used as a historical precedent, while the authority of Constantine as the first Christian emperor was emphasized. However, references to religious motivation and practice served to alter tradition, justify a departure from Roman tradition in certain respects, question legal formalities, and emphasize the importance of religious intention for the enactment of legal action. Charter clauses such as *pro remedio animae*, *pro remissione peccatorum* illustrate the normative power of Christian discourse. Any individual acting for the remission of his sins could do one thing that came to be regarded as the most honourable and important thing to do within a Christian society. Thus, if necessary, Christian discourse on the manumission of slaves in churches could be used to alter manumission procedure but also other traditions. However, as we have seen in case of ecclesiastical manumission, there were many co-existing traditions in early medieval society—traditions of law, traditions of family custom, of religion, etc. Thus, one primary function of the intertextual relations

46 See Corcoran, The Empire of the Tetrarchs (above, n. 9), p. 12.
49 See above, n. 27.
50 See Liebs, Römische Jurisprudenz in Gallien (above, n. 16), p. 235–240.
51 See above, n. 35.
52 See above, n. 44.
observed in the texts was to mediate between these different traditions and to emphasize certain traditions in order to justify legal action. If there is one thing on which there can be no self-evident consensus in a so-called ‘traditional society’, it is, and indeed has to be, tradition itself.